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Our Story
Aeroganic Farms is a pioneer in the eld of urban agriculture and a
leading regional producer of hyper local, Premium quality, controlled
environment grown vegetables & herbs. Established in New Delhi in
2017 with a vision for a local, urban farm operation that could offer 
Delhites the freshest & highest quality culinary ingredients year round.

With a passion for innovation and technology; driven by a sense of duty
to address ecological issues facing our agricultural system; and motivated
by a farmer’s penchant for challenge, we built a rst of its kind temperature
-controlled rooftop greenhouse - in Greater Noida in 2017. Inspired by the
growing local and artisanal food movement and humbled by the high demand
for hydroponic produce and equipment, we harvest out to expand our operations
to cities around the country to create a brand of truly ‘local’, premium quality produce.

We have a deft understanding of the pure Hydroponic and Aeroponic
systems which enables us to provide turnkey solutions for commercial
and household growing project. We have developed an in house batch
mixing mechanism of our secret plant nutrition recipes to provide home
and commercial growers solve the problem of plant feeding which results
in efcient growth of the plants. A deep understanding of plant needs 
helped us formulating in perfect mixes of Hydroponic growth mediums as
well. Making us a one stop shop for all your soil-less imaginations.



one of the most initial decisions hydroponic farmers have
to make is which medium they should use.Different media 
are appropriate for different growing techniques

Coir is a 100% natural grow and owering 
medium. coconut coir is colonized with 
trichoderma fungi which protects roots 
and stimulates root growth. It is extremely
difcult to over-water coir due to its perfect
air-to-water ratio;Plant roots thrive in this 
environment.

Coirpeat(COCOPEAT)

GROWING MEDIUMS

Expanded clay aggregate(Leca Balls)

Baked clay pellets are suitable for 
hydroponic systems in which all nutrients 
are carefully controlled inwater solution.
The clay pellets are inert, ph-neutral and 
not contain nutrient value.



GROWING MEDIUMS

Vermiculite

Vermiculite  is a mineral that has been 
superheated until it has expanded into 
light pebbles. Vermiculite holds more 
water than perlite and  has a natural 
“wicking" property that can draw water 
and nutrients in a passive hydroponic 
system.

Perlite

Perlite is a volcanic rock that has been 
superheated into very l ight weight 
expanded glass pebbles. It is used loose or 
in plast ic s leeves immersed in the 
water. It is also used in potting soil mixes 
to decrease soil density.



GROWING MEDIUMS

Rockwool

Oasis Cubes

Rock Wool (mineral wool) is the most widely 
used medium in hydroponics. Rock Wool is 
an inert substrate suitable for both run-to-
waste and recirculating systems. Rock Wool 
is made from molten rock,basalt or ‘slag’ 
that is spun into bundles of single lament 
bres, and is, in effect, protectd from most 
common microbiological degradation.

Oasis Cubes growing medium are specially 
engineered for the seed germination of 
vegetables and herbs in hydroponic systems. 
Designed for Serious growers, the oasis Cubes’
higher drainage design helps to maintain an 
ideal air to water balance,even under heavy 
watering conditions. The enhanced drainage 
also keeps the top of the media drier, helping 
to minimize algae growth. The lower density 
of the Cubes’ foam medium enables superior 
root growth.
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Plants cannot grow without nutrients.The nutrient solution is considered the
Only source of nutrients and water theplants access, and any shortage in 
them can affect the plant’s growth and may even lead to death. All hydroponic 
nutrients can be used soil crops. Hydroponic nutrient form ulas are mineral-based 
and are instantly available to the plant in any growing medium. Nutrients are the
basis of any hydroponic system and since we need to meet all of the plants
nutritional requirements, it’s important to know what you are supplying to the roots. 
With any nutr ient  so lut ion the two factors  to keep in mind are:

Our three-part nutrient solution is carefully produced to provide all the 
necessary primary, micro and macronutrients in right quantities.

1. composition of your nutrient-does it contain all of the elements required for plant 
    growth in the correct ratios.
2. with your balanced and complete nutrient solution, what strength or ‘TDS’/’EC’ 
    should it be running at for your particular crop, stage of growth and type of 
    hydroponic system, and how do we measure this.

PLANT	NUTRITION



Aeroganics has developed several customized growing 
solutions for novice as well as the expertgrower. Our grow kits 
include everything that you need to start growing crops 
hydroponics. These growing systems have multiple applications 
and can be used for garden garden decor, terrace farming 
and green house cultivation.

Aeroganics farms assists growers from germination to harvesting. To 
achieve the same, we facilitate setting up hydroponic grow systems 
depending upon thecrop type and location. We have expertise in 
customizing the growspace based on your requirements.

GROWING SYSTEMS



Aeroponic grow beds

This is undoubtedly the fastest and the most advanced method 
of growing vegetables. It works on the same principles that NASA 
uses to grow food on International space station.It saves water 
nutrients and time taken to grow all at the same time. The fully 
automated systems can be installed outdoors or indoors as per 
requirement and has the least footprint of all the systems.



NFT Systems

We have designed state of art Horizontal NFT systems with indoor 
running grow lights the setup takes up 64 sqft and grows 576 plants. 
These NFT systems are customizable as per the geometrics of the 
area.

Aeroganic NFT system use pure hydroponic technique for growing 
plants and the grow lights in a controlled environment help in year 
round growth of plants.

We provide the growers with insights of plant growing and plant 
nutrition ensuring the workability of the aeroganic NFT systems. 



The Aeroganic Dutch System are best suited for bigger and 
vining plants as the roots have bigger place to move.

We customize the Dutch system with stands and automatic 
timers so that you don’t have to worry about timely checking 
your plants.

The plants in Aeroganic Dutch Systems are grown in leca balls.

Dutch Bucket system:



NFT Tower

Aeroganic NFT Tower is useful for kitchen garden/ Rooftop Garden. 
You can grow
   32 plant per Tower
   Space Requirement 
   2.5 Ft X 2.5 Ft Height : 6.5 Feet 
   90% water(Nutrient Recycle)
   70 Ltr Nutrient tank
You can grow almost all plants and we provide you with all the 
facilitators you need for a successful growing.



PROTECTED ENVIRONMENT CULTIVATION



Greenhouse Features

 Protected structures can be of several kinds based on the geographical 
location & temperature requirement for crops ranging from naturally
ventilated temporary structures to Hi-tech controlled environment
 polyhouse/greenhouse.

The greenhouse parameters are all PLC controlled resulting in carefully 
regulated environments. This data can be monitored remotely via 3G / wi.

Sensors and Controllers are used for controlling climatic parameters 
automatically inside our hi-tech greenhouses. These systems are 
generally used for very high-value crops and sensitive activities like 
soil-less cultivation, tissue culture plant and hardening activities.

 The structure is raised by hot galvanized GI pipes that do not 
 rust which results in a maintenance free greenhouse. 

  UV stabilized polycarbonate sheets are used for cladding. This provides 
 controlled light transmission along with insulation. These greenhouse 
 structures are buit to withstand extreme weather conditions from high
 winds to hail storms.

Combination of evaporative cooling (fan & pad) AC, misting & 
dehumidication can be incorporated as per user requirements.

LED Lights that provide proper light spectrum can also be added 
greenhouses to aid plant growth and for task lighting.



Provision of anteroom with double door entry makes the plants 
in greenhouse free of any pest and diseases. With more than 4
years of research, our team has specially designed anterooms 
for effective management of pest problems. We give special 
attention to Greenhouse entry system because containment 
and security breaches occur most often at points of entry.

 Long lasting and rust free benches with movable tops. We have
 different benching system to suit the need of greenhouse.

 Various solutions for shading are also available viz. green shade net,
 aluminate shade net and black shade net. Shade net with rolling 
 arrangement maintains the temperature as per the requirement of 
 plants by manipulating the penetration of natural light.

For providing fertilizers to the plants as per their daily needs,
water-soluble or liquid fertilisers are injected in the irrigation 
mainlines feeding the greenhouse crops.  Aeroganics has 
developed a mixing tank based fertigation unit that can 
automatically pre mix nutrients from various tanks based on
user inputs and supply it to the main irrigation line.





04. Cooling Pad Assembly Cooling Pad Assembly, Top & Sides with Aluminum Gutter   
6” x 6” and Bottom 6” x 6”. Mono block water pump fixed 
inside. 2 No. Mono block water pump. 1.5 hp each Mono 
block water pump with all necessary plumbing, hard ware 
etc.

05. Axial Fan 54” Fans with Auto opening system Aluminum floating 
dampers and SS Blades with 415V, 50 HZ, 1.5 HP, 1/3 ph motor 
with electrical cables, safety grills necessary fitting. 

06. Electrical Wiring Electrical Wiring:-Lights Fluorescent Tube light 1 no. will be 
provided in Buffer room compartment .
Electrical Device: High quality ISI approved fittings with copper 
multi strand twisted FR Grade  cable and rigid Stds of safety 
with proper M.C.B . with appropriate electrical points of 5 Amp 
& 15 Amps .
Copper Cable Make  :- Plaza / Polycap.
MCB Make:- Hager
Switch & Socket Make: -Anchor
Fluorescent Tube Make: - Osram
Conduit Make : Plaza

07. Auto Control Panel Auto Control  Panel :- Microprocessor Photosynthesis control  
Panel :- ( User friendly ) 
a) Microclimatic Temperature Controller
e) Main Switch (Rotory) 
f)  Individual Indicator. 
Temperature Controller: - Real time microprocessor based user 
programmable PID Controller. 4 digit LED display for displaying 
measured values and another 4-digit LED display for displaying 
settings. Feather touch operation. Set point lock within the setting 
panel to protect setting changes. Level lock to ensure that the 
parameter can be read but cannot be changed. Sensor failure 
indication. Selection of unit °C, °F .Display resolution 0.1°.Accuracy 
± 0.1°C. Automatic hysteresis control. Wide selectable temperature 
range, ranges from 0° to 100°C. 4 KVA load can be directly 
connected to the powered out put. Input- 200-240 VAC, 50 Hz. 
Single phase. ,  Ambient 5°-50°C, RH upto 90%.
Sensor :-Platinum sensor probe Pt- 100 ( class A, SI sensor, cable 5
m, max var ± 0.20° C, resistance standard 100 ohms, self heati ng
error in 0 c/mW. 0.6 in flowing air V-1 m/s and o.24 in still air,
Response time in moving air 50 % response in 6 sec. And 80 %
response in 5 sec
Input- 200-240 VAC, 50 Hz. Single phase. , Ambient 5°-50°C, RH
upto 90%.



08. Civil Work CONSTRUCTION;_  IS- 2645 Civil construction Standard .
CC foundation (1:3:6)     
Digging: - 2’ x 1’6”
BASE: - PCC  2” thick   WIDE:- 16”
FIRST BASE LINE:- 13”
SECOND BASE LINE:- 9”
Frame Base Block:- 2’ x 9” x 9”.
Plastering :- 1: 6 
Curtain wall 2’ above the ground level and 2’ below the 
ground level.
Civil Water tank 500 Ltr.
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